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OVERVIEW

About This Report
The information in this report examines key themes that define 
the digital brand experience of Total Expert and its competitors 
through the lens of brand archetype, brand personality and brand 
messaging. Audit data and insights were sourced from brands’ 
websites, social platforms and Google Analytics.
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THE COMPETITION

Total Expert
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BRAND PERSONALITY MATRIX

Capacity/Volume-Oriented 
Efficient, complex, organized, powerful

Transaction-focused 
Logical, direct,  

results-oriented

Customer-focused 
Friendly, helpful, 

empathetic

Customization/Flexibility-Oriented 
Approachable, simple, innovative
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Archetype Ruler The Everyman Sage Sage Ruler The Magician Jester 

Attributes & 
Values

Business savvy, 
helpful, partner, 
journey-driven, 
well-designed user 
materials  

Leadership, 
innovation, 
relationship 
longevity, trust 

Efficacy, speed, 
productivity, high 
capacity, quality, 
service

Practical, 
money-saving, 
volume- and 
results-oriented, 
quality, flexible, 
comprehensive, 
powerful, user-
friendly 

Trust, convenience, 
empowerment, 
problem-solver, 
comprehensive

Caring, 
success-driven, 
experienced, 
relationship-
focused, unique 
features, results-
oriented, low-
stress, seamless, 
integrity, fun

Holistic, visionary, 
simplification, 
time-saving, 
empowerment, 
innovative, 
integrated, 
connectedness, 
quality of life, 
people-oriented

Personality Logical, productive, 
driven, reliable, 
visionary, thought 
leader

Smart, helpful, 
forward-thinking

Capable, 
straightforward, 
tech- and 
product-focused, 
unpretentious; 
under the brand 
umbrella of Ellie 
Mae

Direct, no 
fluff, assured, 
understanding, 
attuned

Go-getter 
(aimed at top 
mortgage lenders), 
competitive, 
helpful, 
approachable, 
aspirational 

Friendly, helpful, 
energetic, 
empathetic, loyal, 
easy, reliable, 
simple, resonant, 
passionate

Powerful, leading-
edge, modern, hip, 
cheerful, fun-loving 

Weakness Occasional 
customer 
complaints about 
slow speed

Reporting, 
marketing 
automation 

Relative cost 
and minimal 
features diminish 
appeal for smaller 
branches, teams or 
individuals

Must be used 
in conjunction 
with Salesforce to 
enable optimum 
reporting capability

Little brand 
personality outside 
of positioning as an 
Ellie Mae solution 

Would benefit 
from additional 
support features 
such as a workflow 
best practices 
guide and additional 
training aimed at 
small lenders 

Software loads 
slowly

Lttle brand 
personality outside 
of positioning as an 
Ellie Mae solution 

Uneven user 
experience

Can be difficult to 
navigate without 
support

Can be glitchy 

Limited integration 
with certain other 
sales software 
products can result 
in a clunky user 
experience 

Can be challenging 
to learn

Requires 
considerable 
customization 
upfront

Limited  to use 
with Salesforce 

Score 
(how strongly  
the brand 
comes through)

C B B- B- C B A

BRAND PERSONALITY COMPARISON
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Twitter @TotalExpertInc
1,360 followers
Posts many times/
day

@mortgagecrm 
609 followers
Posts 5x/week

N/A @EllieMaeInc
4,150 followers
Posts 1-2x/day

@crm_unify
732 followers
Posts 3-4x/week

@UsherpaCRM
244 followers
Posts 2-3/week

@JungoInc
1,216 followers
Posts 2-3x/week

LinkedIn Page Link
7,706 followers
Posts 2x/day

Page Link
1,943 followers

Page Link
3,982 followers
Inactive for 2 years

Page Link
22,882 followers

Page Link
274 followers
Posts 2x/week

Page Link
231 followers
Posts 2x/week

Page Link
1,582 followers
Posts 2-3x/week

Facebook Page Link
2,405 followers
Posts 2x/day

Page Link
7,049 followers
Posts 1x/day

Page Link
2,980 followers
Inactive since 2017

Page Link
2,286 followers
Post 1-2x/day

Page Link
216 followers
Post 3-4x/month

Page Link
390 followers
Posts 2x/week

Page Link
1,479 followers
Posts 2-3x/week

YouTube Page Link
400 subscribers
Inactive for 5 
months

Page Link
127 subscribers
Recently posted 
several videos but 
was inactive for 
about a year

Page Link
267 subscribers
Inactive for 2 years

Page Link
531 subscribers
Post ~ 1x/month

Page Link
1 subscriber
Difficult to tell if 
this is an official 
account. 
1 video posted  
1 year ago

Page Link
8 subscribers
Inactive for 3 years

Page Link
223 subscribers
Inactive for 1 year

Instagram N/A Page Link
141 followers
Posts 1x/day

Page Link
191 followers
Inactive since 2017

N/A N/A N/A Page Link
1,841 followers
Posts 2-3x/week

Content 
Types

Live tweets 
during industry 
conference

Welcoming new 
partners

Light-hearted/ 
approachable 
videos

Sharing article 
and blogs from 
industry partners

Podcast episodes 
positioning Total 
Expert as thought 
leaders

Market updates

Reminders about 
live product demos

Recording of 
annual SureFire 
Summit 

Product demo 
videos

Marketing advice

Not active Virtual expo 
announcement

Helpful 
product feature 
announcements

Blog post updates

Market updates

Helpful tips

Customer video 
testimonials

Market updates

Blog posts with 
thought-leadership 
type content

Customer 
testimonials

Blog posts with 
thought-leadership 
type content

User testimonials

Customer testimonials

Reminders to send out 
holiday emails

Product update 
reminders

Marketing tips

Blog posts with 
thought-leadership 
type content

Market updates

SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERIENCE

https://twitter.com/totalexpertinc?lang=en
https://twitter.com/mortgagecrm?lang=en
https://twitter.com/elliemaeinc?lang=en
https://twitter.com/crm_unify?lang=en
https://twitter.com/usherpacrm?lang=en
https://twitter.com/jungoinc?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/total-expert
https://www.linkedin.com/company/top-of-mind-networks/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/velocify/about/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/elliemaeinc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cross-media-llc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/usherpacrm/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jungo-inc/
https://www.facebook.com/totalexpertinc
https://www.facebook.com/surefirecrm
https://www.facebook.com/Velocify/
https://www.facebook.com/EllieMaeInc
https://www.facebook.com/UnifyCRM/
https://www.facebook.com/UsherpaCRM/
https://www.facebook.com/JungoApp
https://www.youtube.com/user/TotalExpert/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa9b2uAhtabCaOKuaSCzlBA
https://www.youtube.com/user/VelocifyInc
https://www.youtube.com/elliemaeinc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBdLS1xq7kKvyfwCH8AcSkw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChi79jcL_zljTwnRO0UV5tw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFZc2Gjdll7L1udP65a4DiQ
https://www.instagram.com/topofmindnetworks/
https://www.instagram.com/velocify/
https://www.instagram.com/jungoapps/
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SOCIAL MEDIA EXPERIENCE

Repeated 
Themes

New partnership 
announcements

Building trust 
with clients and 
consumers

Treat your customer 
like someone you 
already know

Product feature 
updates

Housing market 
and economic 
updates

SureFire CRM users 
stay #topofmind

Not active Mortgage market 
updates

Webinar 
announcements

Product 
announcements

Work Smart. 
Manage Better. Sell 
More.

UNIFY is a mobile 
CRM

The future of CRM 
is relationship 
engagement

Personalization is 
the key to 10x sales 
growth

Usherpa knows 
what easy looks 
like, Close more 
deals with less 
effort

Mortgage CRM built 
on the Salesforce 
platform

Innovate. Connect. 
Grow.

Educate your 
customers

Calls To 
Action

Listen to our 
podcast, read  
our blog

We’re hiring, join 
our team

Join us for a 
product demo

Learn more on our 
website

Learn more about 
our new features

Not active Register for our 
webinar

Learn more on our 
website

Attend our virtual 
tradeshow and 
training event

Visit our website to 
learn more

Schedule a demo

Schedule a demo

Check out our blog

Read our latest  
blog post

Reach out to our sales 
team to learn more

Visit our website to 
learn more

Notes Tone is upbeat, 
positive and 
conversational

Showing the 
human side of the 
fintech industry

Emphasis on the 
ever-evolving 
product

Encourages 
audience to watch 
a product demos

Informational tone

The Velocify 
channels have 
been inactive since 
2017

Before going 
dormant, the 
tone of the social 
channels was 
informal, with 
many pictures of 
staff

Velocify  and 
Encompass do 
not have their 
own social media 
identities 

They fall under the 
umbrella of Ellie 
Mae

Informational posts

Unify emphasizes 
that it is a Mobile 
CRM

Clients can easily 
use the CRM on 
any device

Tone is informative 
and casual

Emphasis on 
the need to 
communicate 
“authentically”

Usherpa makes it 
easy to close more 
deals with less 
effort

Target audience is 
loan officers as well 
as realtors

Tone is conversational 

Emphasis on 
educating clients with 
market updates
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SOCIAL MEDIA EXAMPLES

Total Expert

Unify

Top of Mind

Usherpa

Velocify

Jungo

Encompass



Website Imagery 
& Messaging
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https://totalexpert.com/
Look: power/prestige/techy

Total Expert

WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: TOTAL EXPERT

FEATURES CUSTOMERS

PRODUCTS

HOME HERO

https://totalexpert.com/
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: TOTAL EXPERT

Perceived Positioning
VISIONARY BIG PICTURE PLAYER - Provides the only product built specifically for the 
financial industry, and promises growth and customer engagement for life  

What They Say
TAGLINE - Move Fast / Innovate

PROMISE - Your foundation for modern sales and marketing

PURPOSE - Humanizing complex financial transactions

MISSION - Drive growth by making relationships human again

DO - Total Expert powers marketing and customer engagement for the nation’s top 
financial brands

Brand Architecture
Master brand without product sub-brands

Archetype
RULER - Possesses a high degree of confidence and has an innate desire to be the 
leader. Seeks to prevent chaos for customers by taking control.

What This Means For Total Expert
Total Expert looks techy and modern, but you have to sort through a lot of messaging to figure out exactly what the company 
delivers. Problem-solving language is useful, but brand and value proposition are not clear. You get a sense the company has 
accomplished a good amount for mortgage companies, but can’t easily find the thread into other financial areas within the 
marketing at this time.

Claims
Trusted by industry leaders

The first enterprise-grade 
marketing and customer 
engagement platform  
purpose-built for financial services

The future of mortgage lending

Offers
Break down data silos to offer a 
clear  view of your customers so 
you can put  them at the center of 
everything you do

Empower your loan officers to 
build relationships that turn 
customers into customers for life

Level up your financial brand
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: TOP OF MIND

https://www.topofmind.com/
Look: warm/friendly/accessible

Top of Mind

FEATURES

HOME HERO

SOLUTIONS

TESTIMONIALS

https://www.topofmind.com/
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: TOP OF MIND

Perceived Positioning
HELPFUL PROBLEM SOLVER - Provides a one-stop-shop solution for any and every 
mortgage company. Promises set-it-and-forget it system that gets the job done. 

What They Say
TAGLINE - #1 most-used mortgage CRM

PROMISE - Solutions that scale for all mortgage lenders

PURPOSE - Top of Mind Networks was created with the vision to provide customized, 
turn-key CRM solutions to the mortgage industry

MISSION - We value integrity, honesty, empathy, dedication, humility and fun

DO - We help you win new business, earn repeat business and gain referral business

Brand Architecture
Master brand with sub-branded products/features: 

Surefire CRM

Archetype
THE EVERYMAN - Honest, humble, friendly and down-to-earth. Doesn’t exclude anyone 
and strives for connection and inclusion.

What This Means For Total Expert
Top of Mind looks premium and tells you what they deliver in plain language. Their brand is delivered in a plain-spoken, 
comforting tone without feeling oversimplified.

Claims
The #1 most-used mortgage CRM 
in the industry

No matter what your business role 
or company size, you’ll be able to 
get the job done with Surefire

Mortgage marketers and loan 
officers love Surefire

Offers
“Set it and forget it”

Work with a suite of features 
designed specifically to help 
mortgage professionals market  
to their database, improve  
referral relationships and close 
more loans

Surefire has truly grown into 
a one-stop shop for mortgage 
professionals to handle all of 
their customer relationship 
management needs
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: VELOCIFY

https://www.elliemae.com/velocify 
Look: corporate/clean/friendly

Velocify

FEATURES

HOME HERO

TOOLS

PARTNER CONTENT

ICONOGRAPHY

https://www.elliemae.com/velocify
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: VELOCIFY

Perceived Positioning
VOLUME POWERHOUSE - A suite of solutions designed to streamline and optimize the 
sales process; a part of the Ellie Mae Digital Lending Platform

What They Say
TAGLINE - Close more loans, faster

PROMISE - Turn more leads into mortgages

PURPOSE - Cloud-based, intelligent sales automation software designed for  
fast-paced, high-volume sales environments

MISSION - Helping sales teams work at the speed of opportunity since ‘04

DO - Comprehensive lead management solution perfect for mortgage brokers, 
educational institutions and insurance organizations that primarily sell their products 
or services over the phone or via email

Brand Architecture
Offered as a lead engagement solution (sub-brand) of Ellie Mae.  
Components include Velocify Pulse, Velocify LeadManager Enterprise,  
Velocify LeadManager Essentials, Velocify LoanEngage.

Archetype
SAGE - Knowledgeable, assured, guiding. Focused on showing the customer the path 
to wisdom through information, expertise and intelligence.

What This Means For Total Expert
Velocify, like Encompass, looks clean and corporate. The brand is delivered in a casual tone using empathy to make the audience 
feel like the brand is on their side.

Claims
Get the power to boost revenue, 
accelerate performance and optimize 
sales with a lead engagement 
solution that delivers more

Instantly transform your Salesforce 
environment into a powerful  
sales prospecting, closing and 
reporting engine

Offers
Trusted by industry leaders

Market-leading provider of  
cloud-based intelligent sales 
software, designed for high velocity 
sales environments

Helps more than 1,500 sales teams 
sell more by streamlining and 
optimizing the sales process from 
start to finish

With Velocify, leads don’t fall 
through the cracks anymore

Increase your lead conversion rates 
by up to 400%
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: ENCOMPASS

https://www.elliemae.com/encompass
Look: corporate/clean/bright

Encompass

FEATURES

HOME HERO

TESTIMONIALS

ROI CALLOUTS

ICONOGRAPHY

https://www.elliemae.com/encompass
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: ENCOMPASS

Perceived Positioning
INDUSTRY-LEADING TECHNOLOGY - Fully configurable, all-in-one design 
solution for every aspect of your business

What They Say
TAGLINE - Delivering ROI like no other

PROMISE - Originate more loans and maximize ROI

PURPOSE - Help the lender streamline the origination process

MISSION - Improve the closing rate without reducing loan quality

DO - Leverages a focused solution that automates one-to-one  
marketing capabilities, fosters better referral relationships and  
helps you stay compliant

Brand Architecture
Offered as a consumer engagement solution (sub-brand) of Ellie Mae,  
the leading cloud-based platform provider for the mortgage industry

Archetype
SAGE - Knowledgeable, assured, guiding. Focused on showing the customer 
the path to wisdom through information, expertise and intelligence.

What This Means For Total Expert
Encompass looks clean and corporate and uses guiding language to stress the value behind its offering. The more formal, 
corporate brand tone matches well with the abundance of ROI data.

Claims
No solution delivers ROI like Encompass

Receive an average of $813 in savings  
and operational improvement per loan 
through improved compliance, loan quality 
and efficiency

698% ROI over 5 years

1.9 months average annual break-even point  
in each of the first five years

Technology that powers more than 40%  
of residential lending transactions in the 
United States

Offers
See why lenders across the industry trust 
our Encompass® by Ellie Mae to help them 
originate more loans, lower costs, reduce 
time to close and make smarter decisions

Get a loan origination system that’s an  
ROI machine
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: UNIFY

https://unifycrm.com/
Look: cold/corporate/dated

Unify

FEATURES

HOME HERO

TOOLS

ICONOGRAPHY

https://unifycrm.com/
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: UNIFY

Perceived Positioning
TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN - Provides “best-in-class” platform and  
demonstrates success

What They Say
PROMISE - We provide you with superior technology so you can stay organized  
and grow your business

PURPOSE - Business-building tools for busy loan originators

DO - Unify is a full-suite Mortgage CRM solution that offers more than just 
marketing. It includes all the tools you need to grow your business all in one system.

Brand Architecture
Master brand without product sub-brands

Archetype
RULER - Possesses a high degree of confidence and has an innate desire to be the 
leader. Seeks to prevent chaos for customers by taking control. 

What This Means For Total Expert
Unify uses superlatives, authority and impressive data points to tell you their product is the best. The product is delivered with 
lots of screenshots inside the CRM, but the brand never really shows up.

Claims
Trusted by thousands of  
industry leaders

First complete Mobile CRM for  
the mortgage industry

Built specifically for mortgage 
professionals

Unify is the best mortgage 
CRM that can help you create 
more lending opportunities and 
manage them more efficiently

Offers
All the tools for growth

All in one CRM

Exceed your sales goals  
more efficiently
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: USHERPA

https://usherpa.com/
Look: mixed-up

Usherpa

FEATURES

HOME HERO

TESTIMONIALS

CAMPAIGNS

https://usherpa.com/
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: USHERPA

Perceived Positioning
DREAM COME TRUE - Promises a foolproof solution for making the LO’s job easier 
while exploding their sales

What They Say
TAGLINE - Simplify. Automate. Resonate.

PROMISE - Usherpa knows what easy looks like

MISSION - Provide loan officers with state-of-the-art technology that maximizes 
their relationship engagement while simplifying their lives

DO - Create relationships that last a lifetime using data intelligence and  
multi-channel marketing

BELIEFS - We believe engaging your network should be simple and marketing 
solutions shouldn’t be a distraction from your business

Brand Architecture
Master brand without product sub-brands

Archetype
THE MAGICIAN - Transformative, knowledgeable, visionary. Takes customers on a 
transformational journey.

What This Means For Total Expert
Usherpa uses empathy and client testimonials to tell you how easy they’re going to make your life. Their brand looks dated, 
slapped together and the storytelling doesn’t live up to its empathetic tone.

Claims
Usherpa is the last CRM you’ll  
ever need

Insanely easy technology

Building repeat business and 
lifelong referrals is simple when 
you have the right tools

Offers
Guarantee client loyalty and 
explode your sales

Experience the peace of mind 
you’ll find through Usherpa’s 
streamlined solutions

Close deals with less effort

Never stress for your success!
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: JUNGO

https://www.ijungo.com/
Look: accessible/energetic/fun

Jungo

SOLUTIONS

HOME HERO

TESTIMONIALS

INDUSTRY SUCCESS

https://www.ijungo.com/
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WEBSITE IMAGERY & MESSAGING: JUNGO

Perceived Positioning
A CUTTING-EDGE FORCE TO BE RECKONED WITH - Layered onto the power of 
the Salesforce platform, provides time-saving/efficiency-building capability 
and customization, particularly important for those with a large client base  
to manage

What They Say
TAGLINE - Innovate. Connect. Grow.

PROMISE - Mortgage sales management simplified

PURPOSE - Celebrating the human desire to connect

MISSION - To provide ease, access and a variety of capabilities that help 
businesses connect with customers and drive success

DO - Marketing, co-marketing, compliance and CRM solutions from one login

Brand Architecture
Master brand without product sub-brands

Archetype
JESTER - Pursues connection, pleasure and enjoyment. Lighthearted, 
optimistic, playful, fun-loving. Feels an obligation to be a ray of sunshine.

What This Means For Total Expert
Jungo looks contemporary and tells you what they offer in super-short, simple language. The messaging tone of voice, while 
simple, doesn’t match the brand’s fun-loving and playful imagery.

Claims
Preeminent expert in the field, built on 
Salesforce, the world’s #1 customer  
success platform

Proven industry success; has created 
innovative solutions for the financial  
services industry for 10+ years

The only Salesforce solution for financial 
services

Time saving, one-stop-shop solution that 
integrates with thousands of leading 
platforms, providing the ability to track, 
interact with and market to all of your 
contacts

Offers
Master your mortgage ecosystem

Optimize your mortgage business today

Closing loans has never been easier

See what all the fuss is about



Competition at a Glance
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BRAND TAKEAWAYS

Brand Voice:

CARING

WARM

REASSURING

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on features and 
educating audiences on how 
the system works for specific 
business models and roles. Helps 
the product be perceived as “most 
popular” and “works for everyone.”

Brand Voice:

STRONG

COMFORTING

EMPOWERING

Messaging Strategy:
Positions the platform as a virtual 
administrative team member, 
organizing, supporting and  
enabling the client to focus 
on activities that boost sales 
engagement and drive business.  

Brand Voice:

ASSURED

NO-NONSENSE

UNDERSTANDING

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on the platform’s efficiency 
as the key to profitability and 
maximizing measurable returns  
for every loan. Differentiates the 
brand by emphasizing that its 
features meet the real-world needs 
of the lender. 

Brand Voice:

AUTHENTIC

CASUAL

PASSIONATE

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on company and customer 
stories to help audiences connect 
with the brand and perceive the 
product as trusted and reliable. 
Benefit-led feature descriptions 
position the product as easy to 
choose and easy to use.

Brand Voice:

EMPATHETIC

RELAXED

CONFIDANT

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on the “why” behind the 
platform’s capabilities, enabling 
the evolution of human connection 
through leading-edge technology. 
Emphasis on time saving, efficiency 
and integration leading to ease of 
managing the mortgage ecosystem 
and ultimately, better quality of life.   

Brand Voice:

MATTER-OF-FACT

SUPERIOR

EMPATHETIC

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on the pain points of 
industry processes and positions 
the product as the right tool to 
address them.

Brand Voice:

AUTHORITATIVE

SMART

SERIOUS

Messaging Strategy:
Focused on helping companies 
and their LO’s and partners 
understand the importance of the 
consumer journey. Most obvious 
positioning is a unique tool for 
attracting and keeping customers 
for life.

 “THE MOST POPULAR ONE” “THE POWERFUL ONE” “THE EFFECTIVE ONE”

“THE EASIEST ONE” “THE COOLEST ONE”“THE BEST ONE”

“THE ENTERPRISE ONE”
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Brand Strengths

Total Expert is the acknowledged industry pioneer in fintech for financial services, 
having developed and successfully marketed the industry’s first purpose-built 
marketing operating system. The company continues to be 100% focused on financial 
services and makes advances in technology an ongoing priority. The brand gets 
consistently high marks from consumers on social media and from reviewers for 
delivery of a positive customer experience, ease of installation and use, seamless 
integration and quality of support. Total Expert is a clear leader, powering marketing and 
revenue for 10% of the $2 trillion annual U.S. mortgage industry.

Brand Weaknesses

Despite its leadership position, Total Expert has a fairly generic brand persona, as 
represented on its website, in social media and in other communications. Messaging 
does not clearly define the brand’s value proposition versus its competitors. Current 
communications offer up multiple, somewhat disparate themes rather than a coherent, 
consistent and strategic message that reinforces the brand’s optimal positioning with 
its desired audiences. The language used is fairly generic and therefore not memorable. 
Though the brand’s stated commitment is to humanize the customer fintech 
experience, build trust and create lifetime customers, the website uses dark colors 
and images, is text-heavy and features few pictures of people. From a brand promise 
standpoint, though performance is generally good, some issues have been noted on 
social media regarding download speed of large files, relative to competitors.
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Brand Opportunities

Total Expert’s fundamentals and business strategy are sound, and its performance 
strong suits are many. Coming from this solid platform, the brand can identify, define 
and own a high-potential and defensible positioning that lends itself to messaging 
resonant with both current and prospective customers. A current understanding of 
the evolving needs of these audiences is essential to developing an effective  
long-term strategy. Inculcating this enhanced brand strategy within Total Expert’s 
company culture will also be imperative to sustain measurable impact and growth.

Brand Threats

Newer and/or more nimble competitors with sharply defined and more contemporary 
positioning and messaging represent an area of concern for the Total Expert brand.  
Category leaders are perpetually vulnerable to inroads from challenger brands, as well 
as other market leaders, and the best defense is a clear, sustainable brand strategy 
executed through relevant, consistent messaging. Continued vigilance with regard to 
technology is another area to watch, as the ever-accelerating pace of innovation can 
topple a market leader that takes its eye off the ball even momentarily.



Website SEO
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KEYWORDS OVERVIEW

• In organic search, Total 
Expert is currently ranking 
for a significant number of 
B2C keywords. Total Expert 
should  prioritize keywords 
and content on B2B traffic by 
increasing on-page and blog 
content that concentrates on 
Total Expert service lines and 
product offerings.

• Take advantage of  
low-hanging fruit with  
regard to search terms that 
are almost ranking on Page 1 
(see page 33 of this report for 
examples)

• Highly valued search terms 
should be integrated into the 
larger brand key messaging 
strategy in addition to 
ongoing content, i.e., on page, 
blogs and ad campaigns
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GAP ANALYSIS

ELLIE MAE TOTAL EXPERT JUNGO

Sample of terms that competitors 
are ranking but which Total Expert 
is not and should target:

top mortgage crm software

mortgage email marketing

mortgage document software

mortgage document management

loan mortgage officer software

mortgage crm software

mortgage email marketing

how much does jungo crm cost?

mortgage software

loan officer leads

mortgage los

loan officer software

mortgage lead sources

crm mortgage software

mortgage company software
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PPC ANALYSIS
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PPC ANALYSIS
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TOP PAGES
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Next Steps
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COMPETITIVE SUMMARY

So, what is Total Expert’s key point of difference? 

None of the competitors assessed has a strong, clearly communicated brand position focused 
on putting the consumer first. 

• Most talk about product features that make the job easier, and a couple touch  
on the importance of connection, relationships and engagement. 

Only Total Expert mentions the “consumer journey” and making the consumer the central 
focus of the business and its product capabilities. This positioning is alluded to in Total Expert’s 
mission and comes through in some of the current messaging.

However, while this positioning is based on Total Expert’s brand strength and has potential as a 
strategic platform, the current messaging is not as compelling, consistent or memorable as it 
could be. 

ACTION ITEM

More discussion is needed around finding TE’s point of difference and what will resonate with 
audiences. Are we a sea change for our clients’ culture? Are we a recruiting machine to help 
clients attract and retain top producers? Are we the orchestrators of our clients’ customer 
experience. Or something else?
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Work on the overall brand position. 
If Total Expert wants prospects to believe you are different from the competition, we 
need to create compelling positioning that explains how, and why. 

Revamp the messaging platform to help unify the brand.
Revamp the messaging platform to unify and reinforce the revised  
brand positioning. 

Work on the customer approach.  
Pull the messaging through from the new platform using compelling storytelling that 
focuses on what clients really care about. Let’s make sure audiences know Total Expert 
is a sales and marketing mortgage CRM first. 

Evaluate keywords and re-work website copy.
The most important keywords need to relate to who Total Expert is for the consumer, 
ensuring alignment with the strategic positioning and refocused marketing messages. 
Website copy should have a consistent, strategic theme that echoes throughout all 
content. 

1

2

3

4

Reassess, refine, strengthen. 
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Appendix
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APPENDIX

Google keyword Report
Pulled 9/18/2020

VIEW FULL REPORT

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uXonmU3xAXU-771IP2wAGqEEtOgg5p6EopxGQAcLE2g/edit?usp=sharing



